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Intro

The Health Research Foundation - Hawke's Bay has proudly funded health
research in Hawke's Bay for more than 60 years. Formerly known as the Hawke's
Bay Medical Research Foundation, the foundation is more determined than ever to
make a positive impact on health in the bay. We need your help to achieve this
goal.
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Our mission  

As science progresses, so does our knowledge and understanding of health - and
of its diverse nature. At the Health Research Foundation - Hawke's Bay, we view
health holistically: incorporating body and mind. This enables us to fund most
pressing health questions in a wide variety of fields; medical research, sports
science, mental health... we do this by connecting the most talented and
passionate researchers to the essential funding they require to find answers.
These answers improve people's lives, and often saves lives too. 

Your involvement

The Health Research Foundation - Hawke's Bay runs a dedicated Philanthropy
Programme. Individuals with a philanthropic passion can opt for this Programme,
which offers more than their generous donations alone. We will explain this on the
following pages.



The features of our Philanthropy Programme
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Your significant
contributions will

directly benefit the
wellbeing of our local

community

Make a
real

difference

Come to
our

events

...and learn about
the groundbreaking
progress made by

our researchers

Have a
say

Vote for your
favourite research

applications, or
determine a health

cause for your
donation

Meet
likeminded

people

Grow your network
and deepen your

philanthropic
intentions

Leave a
legacy of

care

Your contributions
will make an

everlasting impact on
health.

Become
a patron

...and help grow the
foundation further in

the bay
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When determining how to structure your will, you will undoubtedly think of your closest
relatives first. If, beyond your loved ones, you feel a desire to incorporate a charitable
destination, we'd be thrilled to have you consider our foundation.

Philanthropy lives on
At the Health Research Foundation - Hawke's Bay, we profoundly believe in the power of
science. We consider health knowledge to be the key to finding a better quality and quantity
of life - for everyone in the bay, as well as beyond.

Our greatest successes to date have come from people's incredible generosity - and their
ambition to make a difference. Their contributions have laid the foundations of research that
changed people's lives: from saving babies from cot death, to making huge strides for
disadvantaged minorities, to better understanding mental health issues. 

The allocation of funds follows a rigorous process, lead by industry leaders in their
respective fields. This ensures we always optimise the impact of every dollar donated. If
you'd like to specify the cause of health research for your donation or bequest, feel free to
contact us:

relations@hrf.co.nz 

 

Bequests
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Our funds are expertly managed to ensure an optimal return on donations. Smart
investments with a relatively low risk enable our foundation to achieve more with donations
provided. Not only can we dedicate greater amounts to health research initiatives, but it
also helps to build further momentum through the likes of events and auctions that we
organise. 

Health Research Foundation - Hawke's Bay has partnered with Forsyth Barr for its funds
management and advice:

Sound wealth management
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About Craig
Craig Lane joined Forsyth Barr in Napier in 1998. He has
over 25 years of experience in the financial services
industry, and has been involved in advising private and
institutional clients in the banking, financial planning and
financial sectors. Craig is the Manager of the Napier office.



We would be thrilled to learn whether you have an interest in our Philanthropy Programme!

Reach out by emailing:
relations@hrf.co.nz

We look forward to hearing from you!

Warm regards,

The team at Health Research Foundation - Hawke's Bay

Ready to discuss?

Kirsten - Michael - Lorraine - Alwyn - Cath 
- Paul - Robert - Ronda - Anita
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